Contest Statistics

28 Schools
42 Algebra I Exams
69 Geometry Exams
90 Algebra II Exams
109 Precalculus Exams
54 AP Statistics Exams
61 AP Physics Exams
84 AP Calculus Exams
103 TI-83/84 Exams
15 TI-89/92 Exams
28 Team Projects

683 Total Exams and Projects!!
Algebra I

6. Sophia Chu, First Colony MS
5. Chris Lin, Fort Settlement MS
4. Mitchell Hwang, First Colony MS
3. Benjamin Tu, Fort Settlement MS
2. Wenyang Fu, First Colony MS
1. Michael Jin, Fort Settlement MS
Geometry

6. Terry Lin, First Colony MS
5. Tiffany Wu, Fort Settlement MS
4. Benjamin Tu, Fort Settlement MS
3. Kevin Pham, First Colony MS
2. Ding Zhou, Harmony School
1. Bobby Shen, First Colony MS
Algebra II

6. Denis Wang, Clear Lake HS
5. Jeff Feng, Bellaire HS
4. Mengyao Liu, Memorial HS
3. Ding Zhou, Harmony School
2. Bobby Shen, First Colony MS
1. Aman Sharma, Clements HS
Precalculus

6. Oops…. Lost the name.
5. Vivian Yang, Clements HS
4. Greg Yang, Stephen F. Austin HS
3. Dao Lu, Memorial HS
2. Jeffrey Chan, Clements HS
1. Ahmad Qamar, DeBakey HS
Physics

6. George Fan, Bellaire HS
5. Cheng-Yen Chen, Bellaire HS
4. Kevin Juan, Cypress Creek HS
3. Dennis Mou, Clements HS
2. Yunlong Li, Bellaire HS
1. Chang Liu, Bellaire HS
Statistics

6. Blake Orth, The Oakridge School
5. Jenny Wu, Stephen F. Austin HS
4. Greg Yang, Stephen F. Austin HS
3. Sunny Lai, Seven Lakes HS
2. Ahmad Qamar, DeBakey HS
1. Young Hoon Chung, Clear Lake HS
Calculus

6. Randy Dodgen, Hightower HS
5. Jim Zhang, Clements HS
4. Scott Bowen, Clear Lake HS
3. Razik Ahmed, Stephen F. Austin HS
2. Dennis Mou, Clements, HS
1. Stephanie Chan, Clements HS
TI-83/84

6. Nathan Kwan, Clements HS
5. Ruobing He, Bellaire HS
4. Paul Nguyen, DeBakey HS
3. Andrew Lin, Clements HS
2. Vivian Yang, Clements HS
1. Arun Ramakrishnan, Oakridge School
TI-89/92

6. Matthew Ortiz, Reagan HS
5. Javier Hernandez, Reagan HS
4. Harin Kalayanji, Cypress Creek HS
3. Phuc Dinh, Elsik HS
2. Kush Patel, Cypress Creek HS
1. Saagar Grover, Clements HS
Top Student

Stephanie Chan, Clements HS
Team Project Winners

6. Clear Creek HS – Stone, Griffis, Park, Kim
5. First Colony MS – Chin, Fu, Shen, Shen
4. North Dallas HS – Arellano, Ramirez, Gomez, Zuniga
3. Lee HS – Ghai, Soto
2. Stephen F. Austin HS – Ahmad, Bhawalkar, Shang, Yang
1. Clements HS – Zhang, Mou, Chan, Chan
School Sweepstakes

5. Fort Settlement MS
4. Stephen F. Austin HS
3. Bellaire HS
2. First Colony MS
1. Clements HS

Note: Clements High School has won the contest for 4 years in a row!